We have developed a method for genomic representation using Type IIB restriction endonucleases. Representation by concatenation of restriction digests, or RECORD, is an approach to sample the fragments generated by cleavage with these enzymes. Here, we show that the RECORD libraries may be used for digital karyotyping and for pathogen identification by computational subtraction.
INTRODUCTION
High-throughput genome analysis can be facilitated by the use of fractional representations of the genome. Several methods for representational analyses of concatenated sequence tags have been described, including serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) and long SAGE (1, 2) , tandem arrayed ligation of expressed sequence tags (TALEST) (3), digital karyotyping (4, 5) and genomic signature tags (6) . These 'SAGE-like' methods rely on sequencing libraries of concatenated short DNA fragments generated using Type IIS restriction enzymes, which cleave outside their recognition sequence (7) . Type IIS enzymes are used as 'tagging enzymes'; tags can be generated by ligating linkers containing a Type IIS recognition sequence to DNA or cDNA that has been digested with a frequently cutting restriction enzyme, such as NlaIII. The DNA is then digested using the specific Type IIS enzyme, and the fragment flanking the linker site is released. SAGE-like protocols require several ligation and restriction enzyme digestion steps in addition to cloning, PCR and multiple purifications. PCR amplification of ditags has been shown to create bias in SAGE-like protocols, but this phenomenon is not believed to affect cloning-based amplification of tags (3) . The maximum length of tags generated is limited by the availability of Type IIS restriction enzymes and the upper limit using commercially available enzymes is currently 21 bases (including 4 bases from the NlaIII site).
Genomic representations are useful for those applications that will benefit from increasing the throughput of sequencing. For example, we have recently described a new sequence-based method for pathogen discovery. 'Computational subtraction' eliminates sequences that match the human genome in silico from sequenced libraries of human genomic DNA or cDNA (8, 9) . Briefly, DNA-or mRNA-based libraries are made using specimens from diseases believed to be of infectious origin, but where the causative agent has not been identified (10) . The sequences generated from these libraries are compared with databases of human nucleic acid sequences. After sequences with a significant match to the human genome are subtracted, the presence of 'non-human' sequences in such libraries can be linked to the presence of a pathogen. This approach requires accurate high-throughput sequencing and effective analytical tools for in silico sequence filtering. The increased throughput of concatenated libraries could increase the power of computational subtraction-based pathogen discovery.
Numerous methods have been developed for high resolution karyotyping. Digital karyotyping uses sequence data from concatenated libraries made using genomic DNA and Type IIS restriction enzymes. Unique sequence tags can be matched to their corresponding site in the genome, and statistical analyses of tag density can be used to assess the relative ploidy of different loci (4) . Other methods rely on the hybridization of a fragmented and labeled representation of genomic DNA to arrays, and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays have been used for this purpose (11) (12) (13) .
Type IIB restriction endonucleases cleave both strands of template DNA upstream and downstream of a specific recognition site (7) . Similar to most bacterial restriction endonucleases, Type IIB enzymes are part of the restriction/ methylation systems that protect host bacteria from foreign DNA (14, 15) . The target base for methylation is likely to be the adenine nucleotide symmetrically flanking the six or seven base pair core of the recognition sequence [(16) and Table 1 ]. All described Type IIB enzymes leave a 3 0 overhang after cutting, and released tags range in size from 29 to 40 bases including the cohesive ends and from 21 to 33 bases without the cohesive ends. Recognition sequences are generally interrupted and range from five to seven bases long. Some recognition sites are palindromically symmetrical whereas others are not. The enzymes listed in Table 1 We now show that Type IIB restriction enzyme digests can be used to construct concatenated libraries. The RECORD method for library construction has several advantages over SAGE-like methods. It is PCR-independent and provides an alternative way to perform karyotyping that should be particularly useful when working with systems where array-based platforms are not available.
As a proof of principle, we have made two different libraries from human genomic DNA using BsaXI as a tag-generating enzyme. We show that the databases of genomic tags can be used to investigate genomic contents by mapping tags to their positions on the genome and inferring copy number from mapped tag density using a hidden Markov model (HMM) approach. Tags can also be used for the detection of pathogens, and a nested 'vectorette PCR' method is described that allows efficient amplification of sequences flanking genomic BsaXI tags.
METHODS

Overview of method
An example of digestion with a Type IIB restriction enzyme, BsaXI, is shown in Figure 1 . Note that the 32 bp restriction digest tag is clearly separated from the smear of higher molecular weight fragments that do not contain the recognition site.
The first step in library construction is the digestion of DNA with a Type IIB restriction enzyme such as BsaXI (Figure 2 , steps 1-3). After digestion, the reaction mixture is phenol/ chloroform extracted and ethanol/ammonium acetate precipitated (17) . The digest is then run on an 8% polyacrylamide gel using TBE buffer (200 V for 2.5 h). The gel is stained using GelStar (Cambrex, East Rutherford, NJ), and the band corresponding to the BsaXI tags excised. Tags are purified using the crush and soak method (17) , and dissolved in 39.5 ml of dH 2 O and 5 ml of Eco Pol Buffer (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA). Blunting of tags is done by adding 5 U of large fragment DNA polymerase I ('Klenow'; New England Biolabs) in the presence of 33 mM of each dNTP for 15 min at 25 C in a total volume of 50 ml (Figure 2, step 4) .
After blunting, tags are phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol/ammonium acetate precipitated before resuspension in 7 ml of dH 2 O with 1 ml of 10· T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England Biolabs). A primary ligation is done by adding 200 ng of vector, 1 ml of high concentration T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) and incubating overnight at 16 C. The vector used is an EcoRV cleaved, dephosphorylated pUC19 plasmid (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) that has been modified to contain two PstI sites immediately flanking an EcoRV site ( Figure 2 , step 5). Ligations are phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol/ammonium acetate precipitated, and electrocompetent E.cloni TM 10G Elite cells (Lucigen, Middleton, WI) transformed in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations ( Figure 2, step 6 ). After electroporation and 1 h incubation, the transformations are transferred to 250 ml TB medium containing 75 mg/ml ampicillin. Cells are grown until OD 600 reaches $1.6 ($13 h) and plasmids purified using a QIAfilter Plasmid Maxi kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) ( Figure 2,  step 7 ). An aliquot of 200 mg of plasmids is digested using 1000 U of PstI (New England Biolabs) ( Figure 2, step 8) . Digests are phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol/ ammonium acetate precipitated and run on an 8% polyacrylamide gel (200 V for 20 min-just sufficient to separate released inserts from opened vector). Released tags are crush and soak gel purified, and dissolved in 8 ml of dH 2 O and 1 ml of 10· T4 DNA ligase buffer. An aliquot of 1 ml of high concentration T4 DNA ligase is added and the concatenation reaction incubated for 1 h at 16 C ( Figure 2 , step 9). Concatenates are loaded directly on a 13 cm, agarose gel (1.5%) containing GelStar and electrophoresed for 1.5 h (125 V). Concatenation products between 1200 and $3000 bp can be gel-purified using the MinElute gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Concatenates are cloned in a PstI-cleaved pZeRO-1 vector, and secondary transformations done using E.cloni TM 10G Elite cells as described above ( Figure 2 , step 10). Clones are sequenced, and the tags can be extracted computationally and stored in a database for analyses. 
Construction of karyotyping libraries
Two experimental libraries were made using DNA purchased from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA). One library was made for karyotyping using DNA from a breast cancer cell line (primary ductal carcinoma, HCC38) and a matched normal library was made from the corresponding Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed blood cell line (HCC38 BL). An aliquot of 15 mg of DNA was digested using 60 U of BsaXI (New England Biolabs), and 2208 clones from each concatenated library were sequenced unidirectionally by SeqWright (Houston, TX).
Digital karyotyping
To determine whether Type IIB restriction enzyme tags could be used for digital karyotyping (4), we generated a virtual BsaXI tag map of the human genome. Computational analysis of build 34 of the human genome (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/ genomes/H_sapiens) identified 1 303 799 virtual BsaXI cut sites. When comparing the 27 bases that comprise the double-stranded part of the tags, 1 067 617 had unique sequences and could thus be unambiguously placed in the human genome. The average distance between unique tags was 2449 bp (median: 1507 bp). Using this in silico digest, tags from the experimental libraries were mapped to their positions on the genome by matching their sequences to those obtained from the virtual cut sites.
Applying the principle that the mapped density of experimentally derived tags should be higher in regions of genomic amplification than in normal regions (and similarly, should be lower in regions of deletion), we developed a HMM-based approach (18) to perform digital karyotyping of the RECORD data.
The data resulting from mapping the experimentally derived tags to their positions on the genome may be thought of as a string of 1 067 617 non-negative integers-one integer for each in silico tag-each indicating the number of times that the corresponding tag was found in the library. If we let n denote the number of library tags sequenced, then the integers in the data string sum to n. The scale of sequencing in our experiments yielded integer strings overwhelmingly comprised of zeroes. The data string was transformed in two steps in order to make the data as compact as possible for efficient and accurate HMM estimation procedures. First, any integers larger than 1 (quite rare for our data) was truncated to 1, and the difference was 'spread' to the nearest zeroes so that some of these zeroes became ones. Second, this new string was again transformed to indicate the lengths of uninterrupted runs of zeroes. For example, the two-step procedure applied to an initial data string It is relatively straightforward to show that integers in a data string, after the two-step transformation, follow an approximately geometric distribution with parameter (kn)/(2 135 234), where k represents the copy number (normal = 2) of the region containing the in silico tags corresponding to the integer. For simplification, we assumed that each integer corresponded to one of four states: normal, amplification, heterozygous deletion and homozygous deletion. Before applying the HMM, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (19) was employed, assuming a mixture of four geometric distributions (one for each state), to find initial estimates for the HMM parameters. The HMM was then run, using the implementation in the R software (http://www.R-project.org) package developed by J. K. Lindsey (http://popgen0146uns50. unimaas.nl/~jlindsey/rcode.html). The resulting estimates were used to infer copy number k at each in silico tag site.
Computational subtraction
For computational subtraction, tags from the HCC38 BL library were filtered with regard to sequence quality and tag length. Tags that appeared shorter than 27 bases or had bases with phred scores lower than 20 were removed. To test the accuracy of the subtraction, a control dataset was made by computationally extracting 9989 tags from 1292 complete viral genomes (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/release/viral) and 9953 tags from 164 complete bacterial genomes (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih. gov/genomes/bacteria).
For the initial computational subtraction of tags, Mega-BLAST (20,21) was used with word size 12, score for match 1 and penalty for mismatch À2. Tag sequences were compared against phase0, 1, 2 and 3 of the human genome (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/genomes/H_sapiens/), build 34 of the human genome (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/ H_sapiens/) and the mitochondrial genome (accession number NC_001807.4) sequentially. High-scoring tags were removed, and a second round of subtraction was carried out using BLAST (22) . BLAST was run using word size 7, E-value 1000, cost to open gap 5, cost to extend gap 2 and À3 as penalty for nucleotide mismatch. The BLAST database comprises phase0, 1, 2 and 3, build 34 and the mitochondrial genome. Tags were ranked according to bit scores and high-scoring tags were sequentially subtracted.
Vectorette PCR
Several methods exist for PCR amplification of cDNA regions flanking SAGE tags (23, 24) , but no such method has been described for tags derived from genomic DNA. We designed a modified 'vectorette PCR' protocol based on a previously published method for genome walking in Drosophila (25) . Vectorette templates were made by digesting 1 mg of HCC38 and HCC38 BL DNA with 10 U of NlaIII (New England Biolabs), and ligating vectorettes with NlaIII compatible cohesive ends to the digested DNA as described by Ko et al. (25) .
Vectorette PCR was performed using a nested approach. Primers for first round PCR were designed from BsaXI tags by converting tag sequences into the form 'NNNNNN-NNNACNNNNNCTCCNNNNNNN'. Primers corresponding to the first 22 bases were made, and nested primers were 
RESULTS
Digital karyotyping
To check the theoretical resolving power of mapped BsaXI tags, a simulation study was performed to determine the number of tags one would have to sequence in order to detect, with 90% probability using the HMM approach (see Methods above), various types of alterations with a range of lengths. As expected, the detection of smaller alterations requires a dramatically larger number of sequenced tags, and heterozygous deletions are the most challenging alterations to detect with high degree of certainty (Figure 3) . A related simulation of a normal genome to determine false positive rates demonstrated strong specificity for the approach, even for modest numbers of sequenced tags (data not shown).
From the 2208 clones sequenced, 21 122 full-length tags with phred scores >20 for all bases could be extracted from the HCC38 concatenates, and 22 397 tags could be extracted from the HCC38 BL sequence reads. These tags were compared with databases of human genomic sequences (phase0, 1, 2 and 3, build 34 and the mitochondrial genome), Figure 3 . The results of a simulation study analyzing number of sequenced tags necessary to detect various types of alterations, as a function of alteration length. For each of the four types of alterations shown, digital karyotyping experiments were simulated for a range of alteration lengths. These simulations were conducted by randomly sampling from a set of integers representing the in silico tags, with the randomly placed altered region simulated by increasing (for amplification) or decreasing (for deletion) the integer value representing the number of copies of the corresponding tags. Simulations were repeated 100 times for each combination of alteration type and length, and isomeric curves were fit to 90% detection rates for each alteration type. and 16 997 (80.5%) of the HCC38 tags matched perfectly. Tags from the HCC38 BL library were compared to the human genomic sequences and the EBV genome (accession number NC_001345), and 19 894 tags (88.8%) were perfect matches.
To maximize the resolving power of our dataset, all tags that matched build 34 of the human genome were used to perform the digital karyotyping analysis. Tags were extracted without any quality filtering and compared to build 34. A total of 16 606 tags from the HCC38 library and 18 868 tags from the HCC38 BL library could be extracted and matched perfectly to unique sites in the human genome (3251 and 3802 from the respective libraries matched nonunique loci; note that the totals of the unselected tags exceed those with phred scores > 20 for every base). The HMM analysis of the tag data from the normal HCC38 BL library falsely identified 3.8% of the 1 067 617 virtual cut sites as being in altered regions, a false positive rate that matches closely with that predicted from the simulation study. This concordance speaks well for the fidelity of our procedures. Tags derived from the HCC38 BL library were also used as a normal control to make sure that there were no systematic biases in our library construction protocol. Initial analysis of ploidy indicated that HCC38 BL had no bias in numbers of tags obtained from each chromosome when compared to the expected numbers of tags (given the number of virtual cut sites), but chromosome 20 appeared overrepresented for HCC38. The cell line has been reported to have aberrant ploidy [modal chromosome number: 75 (with a range of 65-79); polyploidy rate: 22%; and the number of cells examined: 59, information from www.atcc.org], and subsequent spectral karyotyping analysis (26) of HCC38 cell line DNA showed a complex karyotype with all observed chromosomes comprising fragments of different genomic origins (Supplementary Figure 1) .
The HMM analysis of the tags from the HCC38 RECORD library uncovered many suspected specific regions of chromosomal alteration (Figure 4, lower panel) . We compared these results to a previous karyotyping study performed on the same HCC38 cell line, in which a similar HMM approach was applied to SNP array data in order to estimate copy number (12) (Figure 4, upper panel) . Three of the predicted alterations had been confirmed by PCR, comprising deletions within chromosomes 3 and 9 and an amplification within chromosome 8, all of which were identified by HMM analysis of our RECORD library (Figure 4, arrows) . Comparisons of SNP copy number estimates versus the RECORD library copy number estimates indicated a significant positive correlation (Pearson correlation % 0.57, P < 10 À15 and for scatter plot, see Supplementary Figure 2 ). This correlation is somewhat lower than that seen between array methods (0.62-0.76), most probably due to the resolution limits of the analysis at this sequencing depth, and to the discrete nature of the HMM data.
Pathogen detection using RECORD library analysis of genomic DNA To test the feasibility of using RECORD libraries for pathogen detection and discovery, we used the 22 397 27 bp tags (19 934 different tag sequences) of high sequence quality from our HCC38 BL dataset (2208 clones sequenced in one direction). Of these tags, 44 different tags (77 tags total) were perfect matches to the EBV genome.
For MegaBLAST and BLAST-based subtraction, three different datasets were analyzed: 19 542 tags extracted from known, sequenced viral and bacterial genomes ('microbe tags'); the 19 890 different HCC38 BL tag sequences; and the 44 EBV tags. In an initial analysis, subtraction was performed using MegaBLAST against the various phases of human genome sequence and build 34 of the human genome as well as human mitochondrial sequences. After removing tags that matched the databases with bit scores above 40 (roughly equivalent to 20 consecutive identical nucleotides), we found that 4.26% of the in silico-derived microbe tags were removed (95.74% remaining), 98.38% of the HCC38 BL non-EBV tags were removed after subtraction (1.62% remaining) and 3 of the HCC38BL EBV-derived tags were removed (41 remaining) ( Table 2 , top section).
We then performed BLAST analyses of the 18 613 remaining database-derived microbial tags, the 282 remaining non-EBV tags from HCC38 BL and the 41 EBV tags under more stringent conditions (Table 2 , bottom section). Different bit score thresholds led to different selection of microbial versus human tags. None of the human tags had bit scores below 32, whereas the lowest score for the microbial tags was approximately 28 (119 tags). Based on these results, we selected a maximum bit score of 36 (corresponding to 18 identical consecutive nucleotides or the equivalent) as our cut-off for vectorette PCR confirmation of HCC38 BL tags (see below). We recognize that this threshold will eliminate a significant fraction of microbial tags and intend that the threshold be raised as we optimize experimental methods and as human genome sequencing proceeds toward completion.
Vectorette PCR
For experimental follow-up of tags with weak BLAST matches to the human genome, we designed vectorette PCR primers for a set of EBV and non-EBV tags with maximum BLAST bit scores of less than 36. These included 6 of the 17 unsubtracted EBV tags and 6 of the 14 unsubtracted non-EBV tags (for primer and vectorette linker sequences, see Supplementary Material).
All of the vectorette PCRs using EBV primers gave visible products after second round of amplification only when vectorette library of HCC38 BL DNA was used as template ( Figure 5, upper panel, lanes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 ). PCR using primers designed from the non-matching tags gave visible amplification in both HCC38 and HCC38 BL for three primer sets, two primer sets did not amplify either, and the remaining nested primer pair only gave strong amplification when HCC38 BL was used as a template ( Figure 5 , lower panel, lane 11).
PCR products from amplifications using the EBV-specific primers were purified using a MinElute PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and subsequent sequencing showed that all primers had annealed specifically and amplified the correct loci. 
DISCUSSION
Tags generated by Type IIB enzymes are generally longer than the distance from recognition sequence to cut site for Type IIS restriction enzymes. The longest SAGE-like tags that have been described can only be obtained by using a Type III restriction enzyme (23) . No Type III restriction enzymes are currently commercially available, and these enzymes also require that the template DNA contains two inversely oriented copies of their recognition sequence to cut efficiently. Longer tags generally mean that more tags are unique and can thus be mapped unambiguously to their chromosomal position (27) .
Increased tag length makes it easier to design primers for the amplification of regions flanking a sequence tag, and the length of Type IIB tags is sufficient for making nested primers. Nested PCR is a lot more sensitive and specific than PCR using only one primer pair, and our data using EBV primers based on BsaXI tags show that a modified vectorette PCR gives very efficient and specific amplification. Using two nested 22 bp primers that are three bases shifted over to amplify the region flanking a BsaXI site, the amplicon should contain the twentyfour 3 0 bases of the original tag, as well as the region flanking the tag and part of the vectorette linker. So, in addition to the 22 bases corresponding to tag primer from the second round of PCR, there are two bases flanking the primer that should correspond to the original BsaXI tag. These bases can be used to check that the primer annealed correctly, and that the intended locus was amplified. It has also been proposed that SAGE-like approaches can be used to study CpG methylation by deploying CpG methylation-sensitive enzymes for fragmentation of DNA (4). Certain Type IIB enzymes are also sensitive to CpG methylation (i.e. BcgI, information from http://www.neb. com/). A human genomic DNA library made using BcgI should only yield tags from unmethylated CpG sites, and a matched library with tags from all possible sites can be made from DNA where methylation has been erased, for instance by using whole genome amplification.
RECORD libraries can also be used to look for pathogens. We have shown that computational subtraction on Type IIB tag libraries can detect pathogens. This approach provides higher throughput for the same number of sequencing reactions, compared to the use of full-length libraries, but efficient subtraction of 27 base tags might be confounded by genetic differences between available databases of human nucleic acid sequences and clinical specimens. Three of the seven nested primer sets from tags that failed to match our available databases of human nucleic acid sequences were able to amplify both the HCC38 and HCC38 BL vectorette templates, suggesting limitations in the completeness of the human genome databases. Three other primer pairs failed to amplify vectorette templates from either library, suggesting the possibility of sequencing errors (phred score above 20 indicates that there is a 1% chance of any given base being incorrectly called), or mutations that might be introduced by our cloning protocols. Further completion of human genome sequencing efforts and refinements in our library construction techniques should alleviate these issues. In addition, it should be noted that the RECORD libraries can also be generated from reverse transcribed RNA simply by using cDNA instead of DNA as substrate for the Type IIB enzyme digest (data not shown), for both pathogen discovery and also transcriptional profiling experiments.
The feasibility of doing high resolution karyotyping based on sequencing of concatenated libraries of DNA tags is currently limited by sequencing costs. The complexity of the Primers for vectorette PCR were designed from HCC38 BL tags that had bit scores below 36 after BLAST analysis (highlighted in grey). a MegaBLAST analyses (word size 12, score for match 1 and penalty for mismatch À2) were done using phase0, phase1, phase2 and phase3 of the human genome, build 34 of the human genome and the mitochondrial genome. Tags were sequentially compared to the databases, and tags with bit scores above 40 removed. b BLAST analyses (word size 7, E-value 1000, cost to open gap 5, cost to extend gap 2 and À3 as penalty for nucleotide mismatch) were performed using a composite database comprising phase1, 2 and 3 of the human genome, build 34 and the mitochondrial genome. Tags with bit scores above specific values were subtracted.
human genome makes it more expensive to perform a detailed investigation of genomic content using conventional sequencing technologies relative to array technologies, but alternative higher-throughput and more cost-effective sequencing methods such as polony sequencing (28) have the potential to alter the relative cost and effort of these methods. In the meantime, we believe that genomes of organisms for which arrays are not readily available could be effectively analyzed through representational analyses of concatenated sequence tags. Furthermore, the Type IIB representations will in turn be well suited for analysis on arrays. Representational methods are widely used for copy number analysis. Type IIB tags would be well-suited for such an approach in that they can easily be obtained in pure form for labeling, and they are long enough for specific and effective hybridization.
The short tags generated by Type IIB enzyme digestion should be ideally suited for the analysis of DNA extracted from paraffin-embedded fixed tissue, the most common form of human clinical tissue preservation. Genomic representations from fixed tissue have been challenging and new methods based on Type IIB restriction enzyme digestion should find wide application. Array CGH arrays that represent Type IIB tags could be particularly useful for cancer genome analysis from fixed tissue biopsy specimens.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online. Databases with all virtual BsaXI tags and mapped HCC38 and HCC38 BL tags are available from the RECORD web site: http:// research.dfci.harvard.edu/meyersonlab/RECORD/temp.htm.
